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Abstract. A generalization of Halpern´s iteration is investigated on a compact convex subset of a smooth Banach 
space. The modified iteration process consists of a combination of a viscosity term, an external sequence, a 
continuous nondecreasing function of a distance of points of an external sequence, which is not necessarily related to 
the solution of Halpern´s iteration, a contractive mapping, and a non-expansive one. The sum of the real coefficient 
sequences of four of the above terms is not required to be unity at each sample but it is assumed to converge 
asymptotically to unity. Halpern´s iteration solution is proven to converge strongly to a unique fixed point of the 
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. 
 
1. Introduction 
Fixed-point theory is a powerful tool for investigating the convergence of the solutions of iterative 
discrete processes or that of the solutions of differential equations to fixed points in appropriate convex 
compact subsets of complete metric spaces or Banach spaces, in general, [1-12]. A key point is that the 
equations under study be driven by contractive maps or at least by asymptotically nonexpansive maps. By 
that reason, the fixed-point formalism is useful in stability theory to investigate the asymptotic 
convergence of the solution to stable attractors which being stable equilibrium points. The uniqueness of 
the fixed point is not required in the most general context although it can be sometimes suitable provided 
that only one such a point exists in some given problem. Therefore, the theory is useful for stability 
problems subject to multiple stable equilibrium points. Compared to Lyapunov´s stability theory, it may 
be a more powerful tool in cases when searching a Lyapunov functional is a difficult task or when there 
exist multiple equilibrium points, [1], [12]. Furthermore, it is not easy to obtain the value of the 
equilibrium points from that of the Lyapunov functional in the case that the last one is very involved. A 
generalization of the contraction principle in metric spaces by using continuous non-decreasing functions 
subject to an inequality-type constraint has been performed in [2]. The concept of n- times reasonable 
expansive mapping in a complete metric space is defined in [3] and proven to possess a fixed point. In [5], 
the T-stability of Picard´s iteration is investigated with T being a self-mapping of X where (X, d) is a 
complete metric space. The concept of T-stability is set as follows: if a solution sequence converges to an 
existing fixed point of T, then the error in terms of distance of any two consecutive values of any solution 
generated by Picard´s iteration converges asymptotically to zero. On the other hand, an important effort 
has been devoted to the investigation of the Halpern´s iteration scheme and many associate extensions 
during the last decades (see, for instance, [4], [6], [9] and [10]). The basic Halpern´s iteration is driven by 
an external sequence plus a contractive mapping  whose two associate coefficient sequences sum unity for 
all samples, [9]. Recent extensions of the Halpern´s  iteration  to viscosity iterations have been proposed 
in [4] and [6]. In the first reference, a viscosity –type term is added as extra forcing term to the  basic 
external sequence of Halpern´s scheme. In the second one, the external driving term is replaced with two 
ones, namely, a viscosity- type term plus an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping taking values on a 
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left-reversible semigroup of asymptotically nonexpansive Lipschitzian mappings on a compact convex 
subset C of the Banach space X. The final iteration process investigated in [6] consists of three forcing 
terms, namely, a contraction on C, an asymptotically nonexpansive Lipschitzian mapping taking values in 
a left- reversible semigroup of mappings from a subset of that of bounded functions on its dual. It is 
proven that the solution converges to a unique common fixed point of all the set asymptotic nonexpansive 
mappings for any initial conditions on C.  The objective of this paper is to investigate further 
generalizations for Halpern´s iteration process via fixed-point theory by using two more driving terms, 
namely, an external one taking values on C plus a nonlinear term given by a continuous nondecreasing 
function , subject to an inequality-type constraint as proposed in [2], whose argument is the distance 
between pairs of points of sequences in certain complete metric space which are not necessarily directly 
related to the sequence solution taking values in the subset C of the Banach space X. Another 
generalization point is that the sample-by-sample sum of the scalar coefficient sequences of all the driving 
terms is not necessarily unity but it converges asymptotically to unity. 
 
2. Stability and boundedness properties of a viscosity-type difference equation  
In this section a real difference equation scheme is investigated from a stability point of view by also 
discussing the existence of stable limiting finite points. The structure of such an iterative scheme supplies 
the structural basis for the general viscosity iterative scheme later discussed formally in Section 4 in the 
light of contractive and asymptotically nonexpansive mappings in compact convex subsets of Banach 
spaces. The following well–known iterative scheme is investigated for an iterative scheme which 
generates real sequences: 
 
Theorem 2.1. Consider the difference equation: 
 ( ) kkkk1k z1xx β−+β=+                                                                                                     (2.1) 
such that the error sequence { }kkk zx:e −=  is generated by  
1kkk1k z
~ee ++ −β=                                                                                                                 (2.2) 
{ }0:k 0 ∪=∈∀ + NZ , where k1kk zz:z~ −= +  
Assume that 0x and 0z  are bounded real constants and 10 k <β≤ ; +∈∀ 0k Z . Then, the following 
properties hold: 
 (i) The real sequences { }kx , { }kz  and { }ke  are uniformly bounded if 
k
k
k 1
x2e0 β−≤≤  if 0x k >  and 
0e
1
x2
k
k
k ≤≤β−  if 0x k ≤ ; +∈∀ 0k Z . If, furthermore, k
k
k 1
x2e0 β−<<  if 0x k >  and 0e1
x2
k
k
k ≤<β−  
if 0x k ≤ , with 0e k =  if and only if 0x k = ; +∈∀ 0k Z , then the sequences { }kx , { }kz  and { }ke  
converge asymptotically to the zero equilibrium point as ∞→k  and { }kx  is monotonically decreasing. 
 (ii) Let the real sequence { }kl  be defined by 
kk
k1k
k
1k
k zx
zz
e
z~: −
−== ++l  if kk zx ≠  and 1k =l if kk zx =  
(what implies that kk1k1k zxxz === ++ from (2.1) and 1k =l ). Then, { }ke  is uniformly bounded if 
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[ ]kkk 1,1 β+−β∈l ; +∈∀ 0k Z . If, furthermore, ( )kkk 1,1 β+−β∈l ; +∈∀ 0k Z  then 0e k →  
as ∞→k .  
 
(iii) Let 0x 0 ≥ and { }kz a positive real sequence (i.e. all its elements are nonnegative real constants). 
Define 
k
1k
k e
z~: +=l  if kk zx ≠  and 1k =l if kk zx = . Then, { }kx is a positive real sequence and { }ke  
is uniformly bounded if [ ]kk 1,0 β−∈l ; +∈∀ 0k Z . If, furthermore, ( )kk 1,0 β−∈l ; +∈∀ 0k Z  then 
0e k →  as ∞→k . 
 
(iv) If 1k ≤β ; +∈∀ 0k Z  and ∞<∑∞= 0k kz  then ∞<kx ; +∈∀ 0k Z . 
If 1k <β≤β  and ∞<kz ; +∈∀ 0k Z  then ∞<kx ; +∈∀ 0k Z . 
If ( )0k 21/1 β+<β≤β  and ∞<β≤ k0k xz ; +∈∀ 0k Z  for some { }0z:z:0 >∈=∈β + RR , with 
{ } { }00z:Rz:0 ∪=≥∈= ++ RR , then ∞<kx ; +∈∀ 0k Z and 0x k→  as ∞→k . 
 
(v) (Corollary to Venter´s theorem, [7]). Assume that [ ]1,0k ∈β ; +∈∀ 0k Z , ( ) 01 k →β−  as ∞→k  
and ( ) ∞→β−∑
=
k
0j
j1  (what imply 1k →β as ∞→k  and the sequence { }kβ  has only a finite set of unity 
values). Assume also that 0x 0 ≥ and { }kz  is a nonnegative real sequence with ( ) ∞<β−∑∞= k0k k z1 . 
Then 0x k → as ∞→k . 
(vi) (Suzuki [8]- see also Saeidi [6]). Let { }kβ be a sequence in [ ]1,0 with 
1supliminflim0 k
k
k
k
<β≤β<
∞→∞→
and let { }kx and { }kz  be bounded sequences. Then, 
( ) 0xxzzsuplim k1kk1k
k
≤−−− ++∞→
. 
(vii) (Halpern, [9]- see Hu, [4]). Let kz  be kk xPz = ; +∈∀ 0k Z  in (2.1)                                 
subject to  Cx 0 ∈ , [ ]1,0k∈β ; +∈∀ 0k Z with CC:P → being a nonexpansive self- mapping on C. 
Thus, { }kx  converges weakly to a fixed point of P in the framework of Hilbert spaces endowed with the 
inner product >< xP,x ; Xx∈∀ , if β−=β kk  for any ( )1,0∈β . 
 
Proof: (i) Direct calculations with (2.1) lead to: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kkkkkkk2k2k2k2k2k2k2 1k exx12ex2ex1x1xx −β−β+−+β−+−β=−+  
                ( ) ( ) kkk2k2k ex12e1 β−−β−= ( ) ( )( ) kkkkk2k eesgnx12e1 β−−β−=  if 0e k ≠  
 
so that 2k
2
1k xx ≤+   if ( ) ( ) kkkkk2k esgnx12esgne1 β−≤β− ,and equivalently, if  
( ) kkk x2e1 ≤β− and ( ) 0xzxxe kkkkk ≥−=  with 0e k ≠ ; and   
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( ) 0x12xx 2kkk2k2 1k ≤β−β=−+   if 0zxe kkk =−=  
 
Thus, ∞<≤≤+ 202k2 1k xxx , ∞<β−≤β−≤ k
0
k
k
k 1
x2
1
x2
e  and ∞<β−
β+≤β−
β−= + 0
k
k
k
kk1k
k x1
1
1
xxz ; 
+∈∀ 0k Z . If , in addition, ( ) kkk x2e1 <β−  and ( ) 0xzxxe kkkkk ≥−=  with 0e k ≠ then 
0x k → and is a monotonically decreasing sequence , 0z k →  and 0e k → as ∞→k . Property (i) has 
been proven 
 
(ii) Direct calculations with (2.2) yield for 0e k ≠  
 ( ) 0e21ee 2kkk2k2k2k2 1k ≤β−+−β=−+ ll  if  ( ) 012:g 2kkk2kk ≤−β+β−= lll  
 
Since ( )kg l  is a convex parabola ( ) 0g k ≤l  for all ⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡∈ 2k1k , lll  if real constants ikl  exist such 
that ( ) 0g ik =l ; i=1,2. The parabola zeros are 1k2,1k ±β=l  so that ∞<≤≤+ 202k2 1k eee if 
[ ]1,1 kkk +β−β∈l . 
If 0e k = then 0ezxzzz~e k1k1k1kk1k1k ==−=−=−= +++++  with 1k=l . Thus, ∞<≤≤+ 202k2 1k eee if 
[ ]1,1 kkk +β−β∈l ; +∈∀ 0k Z . If ( )1,1 kkk +β−β∈l then 0e k → as ∞→k . Property (ii) has 
been proven. 
 
 (iii)  If { }kz  is positive then { }kx is positive from direct calculations through  (2.1). The second part 
follows directly from Property (ii) by restricting [ ]1,0 kk +β∈l for uniform boundedness of  { }ke and 
( )1,0 kk +β∈l for its asymptotic convergence to zero in the case of nonzero ke .    
 
(iv) If 1k ≤β ; +∈∀ 0k Z  and ∞<∑∞= 0k kz  then from recursive evaluation of (2.1): 
[ ] [ ]( ) ∞<++≤β−β+β= ∑∑ ∏∏
== +==
k
0j
j00jj
k
0j
k
1j
k
0j
0jk zxxz1xx l l
; +∈∀ 0k Z  
 
If, 1k <β≤β  and ∞<kz ; +∈∀ 0k Z  then:  
 
( ) ( ) ∞<β−+≤β−β−+β≤β−β+β≤ ≤≤≤≤−= += −∑ ∏ jkj00jkj01k0kjjk0j k 1j k0kk zmax1 2xzmax11 2xz1xx l l
; +∈∀ 0k Z  
 
If ( )0k 21/1 β+<β≤β  and ∞<β≤ k0k xz ; +∈∀ 0k Z  for some { }++ ∈≠=∈β RR z0:00  then  
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( ) kk0k0k1k xx21x2xx <ββ+≤ββ+β≤+ ; +∈∀ 0k Z ,  thus   { }kx  is monotonically 
strictly decreasing so that it converges asymptotically to zero.                                                            
 
Eq. (2.1)  under the form 
 ( ) kkkk1k xP1xx β−+β=+                                                                                                            (2.3) 
 
with Cx 0 ∈  and CC:P →  being a nonexpansive self-mapping on C under the weak or strong 
convergence conditions of Theorem 2.1 (vii)–(viii) is known as Halpern`s iteration, [4] which is a 
particular case of the generalized viscosity iterative scheme studied in the subsequent sections. Theorem 
2.1 (vi) extends stability Venter´s theorem which is useful in recursive stochastic estimation theory when 
investigating the asymptotic expectation of the norm-squared parametrical estimation error, [7].  Note that 
the stability result of this section has been derived by using the discrete Lyapunov´s  stability theorem 
with the Lyapunov´s sequence ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ = 2kk x:V  what guarantees  global asymptotic stability to the zero 
equilibrium point if it is strictly monotonically decreasing on +R and to global stability (stated 
essentially in terms of uniform boundedness of the sequence { }kx ) if it is monotonically decreasing on 
+R . The links between Lyapunov´s stability and fixed point theory are clear (see, for instance, [1-2]). 
However, fixed point theory is a more powerful tool uncertain problems since it copes more easily with 
the existence of multiple stable equilibrium points and with nonlinear mappings. Note that the results of 
Theorem 2.1 may be further formalized in the context of fixed-point theory by defining a complete metric 
space ( )d,R , respectively, ( )d,0+R  for the particular results being applicable to a positive system 
under nonnegative initial conditions,  with the Euclidean metrics defined by ( ) kkkk zxz,xd −=   
 
3. Some definitions and background as preparatory tools for Section 4 
 
The four subsequent definitions and then used in the results established and proven in Section 4. 
 
Definition 3.1. S is a left reversible semigroup if  ∅≠∩ SS ba ; S∈∀ b,a .                                     
 
It is possible to define a partial preordering relation “ p ”  by ⇔ba p SS ba ⊃ ; S∈∀ b,a for any 
semigroup S. Thus, S∈==∃ 'bb'aac , for some existing S∈'band'a , such that 
( )cbcacba pp ∧⇒⊇∩ SSS if S is left-reversible. The semigroup S  is said to be left-amenable if it has 
a left-invariant mean and it is then left-reversible, [6], [13].  
 
Definition 3.2. ( ){ }S∈= s:sT:S  is said to be a representation of a left reversible semigroup S as 
Lipschitzian mappings on C if ( )sT  is a Lipschitzian mapping on C with Lipschitz constant ( )sk  and , 
furthermore, ( ) ( ) ( )tTsTtsT = ; S∈∀ t,s . 
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The representation ( ){ }S∈= s:sT:S  may be non expansive, asymptotically nonexpansive, contractive 
and asymptotically contractive according to Definition 3.3 and Definitions 3.4 which follow: 
 
Definition 3.3. A representation ( ){ }S∈= s:sT:S of a left reversible semigroup S as Lipschitzian 
mappings on C, a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of X,  with Lipschitz constants 
( ){ }S∈s:sk is said to be a nonexpansive (respectively, asymptotically nonexpansive, [6]) semigroup on 
C   if it holds the uniform Lipschitzian condition ( ) 1sk ≤ (respectively, ( ) 1sklim ≤S ) on the Lipschitz 
constants.                                                                                                                                                 
 
Definitions 3.4. A representation ( ){ }S∈= s:sT:S of a left reversible semigroup S as Lipschitzian 
mappings on C with Lipschitz constants ( ){ }S∈s:sk is said to be a contractive (respectively, 
asymptotically contractive) semigroup on C   if it holds the uniform Lipschitzian condition 
( ) 1sk <δ≤ (respectively, ( ) 1sklim <δ≤S ) on the Lipschitz constants.                                              
 
The iteration process (3.1) is subject to a forcing term generated by a set of Lipschitzian mappings 
( ) CC:T *k →×Ζμ∋S  where { }kμ  is a sequence of means on ( )S∞⊂Ζ l , with the subset Ζ  
(defined in Definition 3.5 below) containing unity , where ( )S∞l  is  the Banach space of all bounded 
functions on S endowed with the supremum norm, such that *k : Ζ→Ζμ where *Ζ  is the dual of Ζ .      
 
Definition 3.5.  The real sequence { }kμ  is a sequence of means on Ζ if ( ) 11kk =μ=μ  .           
 
Some particular characterizations of sequences of means to be invoked later on in the results of Section 4 
are now given in the definitions which follow:  
 
Definitions 3.6.  The sequence of means { }kμ  on ( )S∞⊂Ζ l is:  
1.  Left -invariant if ( ) ( )ffs μ=μ l ; S∈∀s , Ζ∈∀f , { }kμ∈μ∀  in *Z for ( )S∞∈ll s . 
2. Strongly left- regular if 0lim *s =μ−μ ααα l , S∈∀s , where
*
sl is the adjoint operator of 
( )S∞∈ll s  defined by ( )( ) ( )tsftfs =l ; S∈∀ t , ( )S∞∈∀ lf .                                                     
 
Parallel definitions follow for right-invariant and strongly right-amenable sequences of means. Ζ  is said 
to be left (respectively right)-amenable if it has  a left (respectively right)–invariant mean. A general 
viscosity iteration process considered in [6] is the following: 
 ( ) ( ) kkkkkkk1k xTxxfx μγ+β+α=+ ; +∈∀ 0k Z                                                               (3.1) 
where: 
   -  the real sequences { }kα , { }kβ  and { }kγ  have elements in ( )1,0  of sum being identity , +∈∀ 0k Z  
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   - ( ){ }S∈= s:sT:S  is a representation of a left reversible semigroup with identity S being 
asymptotically nonexpansive, on a compact convex subset C of a smooth Banach space,  with respect to a 
left-regular sequence of means defined on an appropriate invariant subspace of ( )S∞l  
 -  f  is a contraction on C  
 
It has been proven that the solution of the sequence converges strongly to a unique common fixed point of 
the representation S  which is the solution of a variational inequality, [6]. The viscosity iteration process 
(3.1) generalizes that proposed in [13] for 0k =α  and kk 1 β−=γ  and also that proposed in [14-15] 
with 0k =β , kk 1 β−=γ  and ( ) TT k =μ ; +∈∀ 0k Z . Halpern´s iteration is obtained by replacing 
( ) ( )u1T kkk α−→μγ  and  0k =β  in (3.1) by using the formalism of Hilbert spaces, +∈∀ 0k Z (see, 
for instance, [4], [9], [10])  . It has been proven the weak convergence of the sequence { }kx   to a fixed 
point of T for any given C∈0x,u  if α−=α kk  for ( )1,0∈α , [9];  and also proven to converge  
strongly to one such a point if 0k →α  and 02
1k
k1k →α
α−α
+
+ as ∞→k , and  ∞+=α∑∞
=0k k
,[10]. On 
the other hand, note that if 0k =α and kk 1 β−=γ  and ( ) kkk xTz μ= with R∈kx ; +∈∀ 0k Z then 
the resulting particular iteration process (3.1) becomes the difference equation (2.1) discussed in Theorem 
2.1 from a stability point of view provided that the boundedness of the solution is ensured on some 
convex compact set R⊂C ;  +∈∀ 0k Z .   
 
4. Boundedness and convergence properties of a more general difference equation  
The viscosity iteration process (3.1) is generalized in this section by including two more forcing terms not 
being directly related to the solution sequence. One of them being dependent on a nondecreasing 
distance-valued function related to a complete metric space while the other forcing term is governed by 
an external sequence { }rkδ . Furthermore the sum of the four terms of the scalar sequences{ }kα , { }kβ  
and { }kγ and { }kδ at each sample is not necessarily unity but it is asymptotically convergent to unity. 
The following generalized viscosity iterative scheme, which is a more general difference equation than 
(4.1), is considered in the sequel:  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν+μγ+β+α= −=+ ∑ r,dxTxxfx kpkki
s
1i
kikkkkkkk1k
k
; +∈∀ 0k Z    (4.1) 
Cx 0 ∈∀  for a sequence of given finite numbers { }ks with +∈ 0ks Z ( if 0s k = then the corresponding 
sum is dropped off) which can be rewritten as (2.1)  if 10 k <β< ; +∈∀ 0k Z  (except possibly for  a 
finite number of values  of the sequence  { }kβ what implies  1supliminflim0 k
k
k
k
<β≤β<
∞→∞→
) by 
defining the sequence 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν+μγ+αβ−= −=∑ r,dxTxf1
1z kpkki
s
1i
kikkkkk
k
k
k                        (4.2)  
with Cx 0∈ , where: 
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 -  { }kμ  is a strongly left regular sequence of means on ( )S∞⊂Ζ l , i.e. *k Ζ∈μ . See Definition 3.5 
and Definition 3.5. 
-  S is  a left reversible semigroup represented as Lipschitzian mappings  on C by ( ){ }S∈= s:sT:S . 
 
The iterative scheme is subject to the following assumptions: 
 
Assumptions 4.1 
1. { }kα , { }kγ and { }kδ  are real sequences in [ ]1,0 , { }kβ  is a real sequence in [ )1,0  , { }kiν  are 
sequences in +0R ; { }k,...,2,1:ki =∈∀  for some given { }0:k 0 \++ =≡∈ ZNZ and R∈r  
2.  0limlim knkk
=δ=α ∞→∞→  , 0inflim kk >γ∞→  
3.  ∞<δ∞=α ∑∑
=∞→=∞→
k
1j
jk
k
1j
jk
lim,lim   
4. 1supliminflim0 kkkk <β≤β< ∞→∞→   
5. ( ) kkkkkk 11 εβ−+=δ+γ+β+α ; +∈∀ 0k Z with { }kε  being a bounded real sequence satisfying 
1
1
k
k −β≥ε and 0lim kk =ε∞→                                                                                                                                  
6.  f is a contraction on a nonempty compact convex subset C , of diameter 
{ }Cy,x:yxsup:Cdiamd C ∈−== ,  of a Banach space X, of topological dual *X , which is 
smooth, i.e. its normalized duality mapping *X X2X:J
* ⊂→  from X into the family of nonempty (by 
the Hahn-Banach theorem [6], [11]), weak-star compact convex subsets of *X , defined by  
                   ( ) ( ){ } *22***** Xxxx,xxx:Xx:xJ ⊂==><=∈=  , Xx ∈∀  
is single-valued 
7.  The representation ( ){ }S∈= s:sT:S  of the left-reversible semigroup S  with identity, is 
asymptotically nonexpansive on C  (see Definition 3.3) with respect to { }kμ , with *k Ζ∈μ  which is 
strongly left regular so that it fulfils 0lim k1k
k
=μ−μ +∞→  
8.  ( ) ( )( ) ( ) 0,min/yxyTxTsupsuplim kkkk
Cy,x
k ≤δα−−μ−μ∈∞→  
9.  ( )d,W  is a complete metric space and WW:Q →  is a self-mapping  satisfying the inequality  
   ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )z,ydz,ydzQ,yQd iii φ−ϕ≤ϕ ; Wz,y ∈∀  
where ++ →∈φϕ 00ii , RR ; ki ∈∀  are continuous monotone nondecreasing functions satisfying 
( ) ( ) 0tt ii =φ=ϕ  if and only if 0t = ; ki ∈∀  
10. { }kω  is a sequence in W generated as k1k Qω=ω + , +∈ 0k Z  with W0∈ω  and +∈Zp  is  a finite 
given number                                                                                                                                          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Note that Assumption 4.1.4 is stronger than the conditions imposed on the sequence { }kβ in Theorem 
2.1 for (2.1).  However, the whole viscosity iteration is much more general than the iterative equation 
(2.1). Three generalizations compared to existing schemes of this class are that an extra coefficient 
sequence { }kδ is added to the set of usual coefficient sequences and that the exact constraint for the sum 
of coefficients kkkk δ+γ+β+α  being unity for all k is replaced by a limit-type constraint  
1kkkk →δ+γ+β+α as ∞→k while during the transient such a constraint can exceed unity or be 
below unity at each sample (see Assumption 4.1.5). Another generalization is the inclusion of a 
nonnegative term with generalized contractive mapping WW:Q → involving another iterative scheme 
evolving on another, and in general distinct, complete metric space ( )d,W  (see Assumptions 4.1.9 and 
4.1.10). Some boundedness and convergence properties of the iterative process (4.1) are formulated and 
proven in the subsequent result. 
 
Theorem 4.2. The difference iterative scheme (4.1), and equivalently the difference equation (2.1) 
subject to (4.2), possesses the  following properties under Assumptions 4.1: 
(i) ( ) ∞<⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ μ
++ ∈∈
kk
k
k
k
xTsup,xsupmax
00 ZZ
 ; Cx 0∈∀ . Also, ∞<kx and ( ) ∞<μ kk xT  for 
any norm defined on the smooth Banach space X and there exists a nonempty bounded compact convex 
set XCC 0 ⊂⊆  such that the solution of (4.2) is permanent in 0C ,  0kk ≥∀  and some sufficiently 
large finite +∈ 00k Z  with ( )( ) 0Ckkk
kk
Cdiam:dxT,xmax 0
0
=≤μ
≥
. 
(ii) ( ) 0xxTlim kkk
k
=−μ∞→  and 
( ) ( ) 0*kk
k
kkk
kk CxxT1
xTzx ∈→μ→β−
μγ→→  as ∞→k .     
(iii) ( )∑= +∞→ −=−>∞ k0j j1jk0* xxlimxx  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )∑ ∑∞
= −= ⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν+μγ+−β+α=
0j
jpjji
s
1i
jijjjjjjj r,dxTx1xf
j
    
 (iv) Assume that { } Cx k ∈  such that each sequence element m0kx +∈R ( the first closed orthant of mR ) 
+∈∀ 0k; Z  , for some +∈Zm so that (4.1) is a positive viscosity iteration scheme. Then,     
       (iv.1)  { }kx  is a nonnegative sequence (i.e. all its components are nonnegative 0k ≥∀ , Cx 0 ∈∀ ), 
denoted as 0x k ≥ ; 0k ≥∀ . 
       (iv.2) Property (i) holds for CC 0 ⊆  and Property (ii) also holds for a limiting point 0* Cx ∈ . 
       (iv.3) Property (iii) becomes: 
0
* xx −>∞  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )∑ ∑∑∞
=
∞
=−=
β−−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν+μγ+α=
0j 0j
jjjpjji
s
1i
jijjjjj x1r,dxTxf
j
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what implies that  either  
( ) ( ) ( )( )∑ ∑∞
= −=
∞<⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν+μγ+α
0j
jpjji
s
1i
jijjjjj r,dxTxf
j
and ( )( ) ∞<β−∑∞
=0j jj
x1  
or  
( ) ( ) ( )( )∑ ∑
= −=∞→
∞=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν+μγ+αk
0j
jpjji
s
1i
jijjjjj
k
r,dxTxfsuplim
j
, and  
( )( ) ∞=β−∑∞
=∞→ 0j
jj
k
x1suplim  
 
Proof: From (2.5) and substituting the real sequence { }kγ  from the constraint Assumption 4.1.5: 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν+μγ+αβ−=− +−++= ++++++++
∑+ r,dxTxf
1
1zz 1kp1k1ki
s
1i
1k,i1k1k1k1k1k
1k
k1k
1k
                ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν+μγ+αβ−− −=∑ r,dxTxf1
1
kpkki
s
1i
k,ikkkkk
k
k    
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν+μδ−β−α−εβ−++αβ−= +−++= +++++++++++
∑+ r,dxT11xf
1
1
1kp1k1ki
s
1i
1k,i1k1k1k1k1k1k1k1k1k
1k
1k   
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν+μδ−β−α−εβ−++αβ−− −=∑ r,dxT11xf1
1
kpkki
s
1i
k,ikkkkkkkkk
k
k  
   = ( ) ( ) kkk
k
kk
1k1k1k
1k
1k1k xT
1
1xT
1
1 μ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ε+β−
δ+α−−μ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ε+β−
δ+α− ++++
++  
      ( ) ( )k
k
k
1k
1k
1k xf
1
xf
1 β−
α−β−
α+ ++
+ r
11 k
k
1k
1k ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
β−
δ−β−
δ+
+
+  
     ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ωωϕνβ−+ −++= ++
∑+ p1k1ki
s
1i
1k,i
1k
,d
1
1 1k ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ωωϕνβ−− −=∑ pkki
s
1i
k,i
k
,d
1
1 k     (4.3) 
Thus, 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) kkk
k
kk
1k1k1k
1k
1k1k
kk1k1kk1k xT1
xT
1
xTxTzz μ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ε+β−
δ+α−μ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ε+β−
δ+α+μ−μ≤− ++++
+++++
                   ( )( )ν+δ+δ+α+α+ ++ sKrK 21kk1kk1   ;  0kk≥∀  
                 ( ) ( ) 1kk1k1k xTxT +++ μ−μ≤ + ( ) ( ) kk1kk xTxT μ−μ +  
                   ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) kkk1kk1k1k1k11k1k xTKxTK με+δ+α−με+δ+α+ +++++  
                       ( ) ( )( )ν+δ+δ+α+α+ ++ sKrKK 21kk11kk   ;  0kk≥∀  
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                 ( ) ( ) 1kk1k1k xTxT +++ μ−μ≤ + ( ) ( ) kk1kk xTxT μ−μ +  
                  ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) kk1k1kkk1kk xTxT1K μ−μρ+ε+δ+α+ ++  
                       ( ) ( )( )ν+δ+δ+α+α+ ++ sKrKK 21kk11kk  ;  0kk≥∀  
               ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1kk1k1kk1kk xTxTK1 +++ μ−με+δ+α+≤  
                   + ( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) kk1kkk1kk xTxTK1 μ−με+δ+α+ +  
                   ( )( ) ( ) ( ) kk1k1kkk1kk xTxTK μ−μρε+δ+α+ ++  
                       ( ) ( )( )ν+δ+δ+α+α+ ++ sKrKK 21kk11kk  ;  0kk≥∀                            (4.4) 
where +∈ 00k Z is an  arbitrary finite sufficiently large integer, and  
( ) k
kk
0 smax:kss
0≥
== ,  ( ) ki
sikk
0
k0
maxmax:k ν=ν=ν
∈≥
  
( ) k1k1kk1k1kk K: ε−ε+δ−α−δ+α=ρ +++ ; +∈∀ 0k Z  
∞<ε−β−=
∞→
β
k
ksuplim1
1:K ,  ( ) ( ) ( ) ∞<≤==
∈≥
xfsupxfsup:k,xKK
Cx
k
kk
0011
0
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0,dmaxsupkks2:k,KK pkki
sikk
000022
k0
→ωωϕν=ω=>∞ −∈≥
 as ∞→0k  
since the functions iϕ are continuous on +0R with ( ) 00i =ϕ  and ( ) 0,d pkk →ωω − as ∞→k , [2] 
with 0>ε β being prefixed and arbitrarily small. The constants 1K,K  and 2K are finite for sufficiently 
large +∈ 0k Z  since 1suplim k
k
<β
∞→
 (Assumption 4.1.4), f is a contraction on C (Assumption 4.1.6),  and 
Q is  a self-mapping on W satisfying Assumption 4.1.9. Since 0k →α , 0k →δ and 0k →ε  as ∞→k  
from Assumptions 4.1.1 and 4.1.5 and 1K is finite, 0k →ρ  as ∞→k and ( )0k kρ≤ρ ; 0kk ≥∀ being 
arbitrarily small since 0k is arbitrarily large. Since from Assumption 4.1.7, S is an asymptotically 
nonexpansive semigroup on C, and 0k →α , 0k →δ and 0k →ε  as ∞→k : 
( )( )( ) ( ) ( ) kk1kkk1kk xTxTK1 μ−με+δ+α+ +     
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                           ( )( ) ( ) ( ) kk1k1kkk1kk xTxTK μ−μρε+δ+α+ ++  
                                              ≤ ( ) kk1kk xx1 ξ+−ς+ + , 0kk≥∀                                          (4.5) 
with 0, kk0 →ξς∋+R  as ∞→k . One gets from (4.5) into (4.4),  
( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1kk1k1kk1kkk1k xTxTK1zz ++++ μ−με+δ+α+≤−  
   ( ) kk1kk xx1 ξ+−ς++ + ( ) ( ) ( )( )k,KsrKK 021kk11kk ων+δ+δ+α+α+ ++  ;   0kk≥∀     
                                                                                                                                                           (4.6) 
what implies that 
       ( ) ( )k1kkk1k
k
k1kk1k
k
xxzzsuplimxxzzsupiml −ς−−≤−−− ++∞→++∞→
 
           ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( 1kk1k1kk1kk
k
xTxTK1suplim +++∞→
μ−με+δ+α+≤  
               ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ) 0k,KsrKK 021kk11kkk =ων+δ+δ+α+α+ξ+ ++ 0zxlim kkk =−⇒ ∞→  
                                                                                                                                                         (4.7) 
(see [8] )since ( ) ( ) 0xTxT 1kk1k1k →μ−μ +++ as ∞→k  since  { }kx  is in C and { }kμ  is  a 
strongly left regular sequence of means on X such that 0lim k1kk
=μ−μ +∞→ ;  and , furthermore, 0k →α , 
0k →δ , 0k →ε , 0k→ς , 0k→ξ  as  ∞→k and ( ) 0k,K 02 →ω as ∞→k . Thus, from (4.7) and 
using the above technical result in [8] for difference equations of the class (2.1) (see also [2]), it follows 
that: 
( ) 0zxlimxxlim0zx1limxxlim kkkk1kkkkkkk1kk =−=−⇒=−β−=− ∞→+∞→∞→+∞→  
           ( )
k
kkk
kk1k 1
xTzxx β−
μγ→→→⇒ +  as ∞→k                                                                 (4.8) 
since 1supliminflim0 kkkk <β≤β< ∞→∞→  from (2.5) since 0k →α , 0k →δ and 0k →ε  as  
∞→k . From (4.1): 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) kkkkkkkkkkkkk1k xT1xxT1xfxx μδ−α−εβ−+−μβ−+α=−+  
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                ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν+ −=∑ r,d kpkki
s
1i
ki
k ; +∈∀ 0k Z                                                    (4.9) 
so that 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )kkkkkkkkkkk1k
k
kkk xT1xTxfxx1
1xxT μδ−α−εβ−+μ−α+−β−=−μ +                                
( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν+ −=∑ r,d kpkki
s
1i
ki
k ;   +∈∀ 0k Z                                                                  (4.10) 
Using Assumptions 4.1 and using (4.8) into (4.10) yields: 
( ) 0xxTlim kkk
k
=−μ∞→   ( ) kkk xTx μ→⇒  as ∞→k                                                        (4.11)     
since  ( )( ) 0,d pkki →ωωϕ − ,  0k →α ,  0k →δ  ,  0k →ε  as ∞→k . Also, it follows that 
( ) ( ) kk
k
kkk
kk xT1
xTzx μ→β−
μγ→→  as ∞→k  from (4.8) and (4.11). Note that it has not been yet 
proven that the sequences { }kx  and { }kz  converge to a finite limit as ∞→k since it has not been 
proven that they are bounded. Thus, the four sequences { } { } ( )
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
β−
μγ
k
kkk
kk 1
xT,z,x and 
( ){ }kk xT μ converge asymptotically to the same finite or infinite real limit. Proceed recursively with the 
solution of (4.1).Thus, for a given sufficiently large finite +∈ 0n Z  and +∈∀ Zk , one gets: 
 
[ ] +⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ β= ∏−+
=+ n
1nk
ni
ink xx [ ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∑ ∏−+= −+ +=⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ μ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ δ−α−εε+β−+α⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ β1nk
n
1nk
1j
j xT11xfl llllllllll
  
                                     ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
δ+ωωϕν+ −
=
∑ r,d pjs
1j
j llll
l
                                                    (4.12) 
     nknj
1nkj0
nj
1nkj0
nj
1nkj0
k
n
k MMsupsupsup
1
1M ++−+≤≤+−+≤≤+−+≤≤
≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ λ+ρσ−
σ−+σ≤  (4.13)    
 
00 Cx ∈∀ , for some positive real sequences { }njM + , { }nj+ρ and { }njM + satisfying 
ni
ji0
nj xsupM +≤≤+
≥ and ( ) nini
ji0
nj xTsupM ++≤≤+
μ≥ , 0nj →ρ≥ρ>∞ + and 0nj →λ≥λ>∞ + as 
∞→j with ( ) 0n >ρ=ρ and ( ) 0n >λ=λ  being arbitrarily small for sufficiently large +∈ 0n Z , and  
 ( ) 1bsuplim1:max1:1kn,...,1n,n0
k
k
1knjn
j <−β−=σ≤β−=−++σ=σ< ∞→−+≤≤
 
for sufficiently large +∈ 0n Z  and a sufficiently small ( ) ( )1,0suplim1nbb
k
k ∈β−<=∋ ∞→+
R  which 
exists from Assumptions 4.1.1 and 4.1.4. Note that the sequences { }njM + and { }njM + may be chosen 
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to satisfy njn MM +≤ and njn MM +≤ ; +∈∀ 0j Z . Now, proceed  by complete induction by assuming 
that ( ) ∞<≤< ++−≤≤− MM,Mmaxsup0 njnj1kjn for given sufficiently large +∈ 0n Z and finite +∈Zk . 
Then, one gets from (4.13) that ( ) ∞<≤< ++≤≤− MM,M,Mmaxsup0 0njnjkjn  for any prescribed 
+∈R0M if 
( ) MM
1
1M
k
k ≤λ+ρσ−
σ−+σ  σ−≤λ+ρ⇔ 1
M M
10 ρ−λ−≤σ<⇔                                    (4.14)   
with ( )nλ=λ and ( )nρ=ρ which always holds for sufficiently large finite +∈ 0n Z  since  
( ) ( )( ) ( ) σ−<+
σ−≤λρ← 1
1M
M1n,nmax0  as ∞→n . It has been proven by complete induction that the 
first part of Property (i) holds with the set 0C being built such that 0C CdiamdM 0 == for the given 
initial condition 0x . For a set of initial conditions XCx 000 ⊂∈ with any set XC in0 ⊂  convex and 
bounded, a common set 0C might be defined for any initial condition of (4.1) in 00C  with a redefinition 
of the constant M as ( ) 0C000xo CdiamdCx:MsupM 0 ==∈= . The second part of Property (i) 
follows for any norm on E  from the property of equivalence of norms. Furthermore, the real sequences 
{ } { } ( )
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
β−
μγ
k
kkk
kk 1
xT,z,x and ( ){ }kk xT μ  converge strongly to a finite limit in 0C  since they are 
uniformly bounded so that Property (ii) has also been proven.   Property (iii) follows directly from (4.1) 
and Property (ii).  Property (iv.1) follows since{ }kx  is a nonnegative m-vector sequence provided that 
m
00x +∈R  if +∈ 0r R what follows from simple inspection of (4.1). Properties (iv.2)-(iv.3) follow 
directly from separating nonnegative positive and nonpositive terms in the right-hand side of the 
expression in Property (iii).                                                                                                                    
 
The convergence properties of Theorem 4.2 (ii) are now related to the limits being fixed points of the 
asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup ( ){ }S∈= s:sT:S  which is the representation as Lipschitzian 
mappings  on C of a left reversible semigroup S with identity.  
 
Theorem 4.3. The following properties hold: 
 
(i) Let ( ) CF ∈S be the set of fixed points of the asymptotically nonexpansive semigroup S on C. Then, 
the common strong limit CCx 0
* ⊆∈  of the sequences { } { } ( )
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
β−
μγ
k
kkk
kk 1
xT,z,x  and 
( ){ }kk xT μ in Theorem 4.2 (ii) is a fixed point of C located in 0C  and, thus, a stable equilibrium point 
of the iterative scheme (4.1) provided that 0Cdiam , and then Cdiam , is sufficiently large. 
 
(ii) ( ) CCF 0 ⊆⊆S . 
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Proof: (i)  Proceed by contradiction by assuming that ( )SFxC *0 ∉∋  so that there exists +∈ε RT such 
that 
T0 ε< ( ) ( ) ( ) kk*k
k
**
k
k
xTxTsuplimxxTinflim μ−μ≤−μ≤
∞→∞→
 
           ( ) ( ) ( ) kk*k
k
*
k
k
kkk
k
xTxTsuplimxxsuplimxxTsuplim μ−μ=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −+−μ+
∞→∞→∞→
 
           0xxsuplim *k
k
=−≤
∞→
 
since ( ) 0xxlimxxTlim *k
k
kkk
k
=−+−μ
∞→∞→
 where the above two limits exist and are zero from 
Theorem 3.2 (ii). Then, ( )SFx* ∈ , with ( )SF  being nonempty since, at least one such finite fixed point 
exists in CC 0 ⊆ .  
Property (ii) follows directly from Theorem 4.2 (iii)–(iv).                                                                   
 
Remark 4.4 Note that the boundedness property of Theorem 4.2 (i) does not require explicitly the 
condition of Assumption 4.1.7 that ( ){ }S∈= s:sT:S  is asymptotically nonexpansive.  On the other 
hand, neither Theorem 4.2 nor Theorem 4.3 require Assumption 4.1.3.                                              
 
Definition 4.5, [8]. Let the sequence of means { }kμ  be in ( )S∞⊂Ζ l and let ( ){ }S∈= s:sT:S be  a 
representation of a left reversible semigroup S. Then Ζ  is S-stable if the functions ( ) *x,xsTs a  
and ( ) yxsTs −a  on S are also in ( )S∞⊂Ζ l ; Cy,x ∈∀ , ** Xx ∈∀ .                                     
 
Definition 4.6, [8, 11]. Let B and D be convex subsets of the Banach space X, with BD⊂≠∅ under 
proper inclusion, and let DB:P →  be a retraction of B onto D. Then P is said to be sunny 
if ( )( ) xPxPxtxPP =−+ ; Bx∈∀ , +∈∀ 0t R provided that ( ) BxPxtxP ∈−+ .                           
 
Definition 4.7. D is said t be a sunny nonexpansive retract of B if there exists a sunny non expansive 
retraction P of B onto D.                                                                                                                       
 
It is known that if C is weakly compact, μ is a mean on Ζ ( see Definition 3.5) and  ( ) *x,xsTs a is 
in Ζ  for each ** Xx ∈  then there is a unique Xx 0 ∈  such that ( ) *0* x,xx,xsT =μ s  for each 
** Xx ∈ . Also, if X is smooth, i.e. the duality mapping J of X is single-valued then a retraction P of B 
onto D is sunny and nonexpansive if and only if ( ) 0PxzJ,Pxx ≤−− ; Dz,Bx ∈∀∈∀  [6], [11]. 
 
Remarks 4.8. Note that Theorem 4.3 proves the convergence to a fixed point in S, with ( )SF  being 
constructively proven to be nonempty by first building a sufficiently large convex compact 0C  so that 
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the solution of the iterative scheme (4.1) is always bounded on 0C .  Note also that Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 
need not the assumption of ( )S∞⊂Ζ l  being a left invariant S  -stable subspace of containing “1”  and  
to be  a left-invariant mean on Ζ , although it is assumed to be strongly left regular so that so that it fulfils 
0lim k1k
k
=μ−μ +∞→ ; *k Ζ∈μ∀  (Assumption 4.1.7)-see Definitions 3.6. However, the convergence 
to a unique fixed point in the set ) F(S is not proven under those less stringent assumptions. Note also that 
Assumption 4.1.8 required by Theorem 4.2 and also by Theorem 4.3 as a result is one of the two  
properties associated with the S-stability of Ζ .                                                                                 
 
The results of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 with further considerations by using Definitions 4.5-4.6 
allow to obtain the convergence to a unique fixed point under more stringent conditions for the semigroup 
of self-mappings ( ) CC:T k →μ ,  *k Z∈μ  as follows: 
 
Theorem 4.9. If Assumptions 4.1 hold and, furthermore, Ζ  is a left-invariant S -stable subspace of 
( )S∞l then the  sequence { }kx , generated by (4.1), converges strongly to a unique )(Fx * S∈ ; 
Cx 0∈∀ , Wk∈ω∀ , R∈∀ r  which is the unique solution of the variational inequality 
( ) ( ) 0xyJ,xIf ** ≤−− , ( )SFy∈∀ . Equivalently, ** xfPx =  where P is the unique sunny 
nonexpansive retraction of C onto )F (S .                                                                                            
 
The proof follows under similar tools as those used in [6] since ( )SF is a nonempy sunny nonexpansive 
retract of C which is unique since ( )kT μ  is nonexpansive for all *k Ζ∈μ . 
 
Let{ }kx be the sequence solution generated by  the particular iterative scheme resulting from (4.1) for 
any initial conditions Cxx 00 ∈= when all the functions jϕ  and r  are zeroed . It is obvious by the 
calculation of the recursive solution of (4.1) from (4.12) that the error from both solutions satisfies  
[ ] ( )( )∑ ∑∏−
=
−
=
−
+= ⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
δ+ωωϕν⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
β−=
1k
0
pj
s
1j
j
1k
1j
jkk r,dxx
l
llll
l
l
 ;  +∈∀ Zk     
Since the convergence of the solution to fixed points of Theorems 4.2, 4.3 and 4.9 follows also for the 
sequence  { }kx  it follows that a unique fixed point exists satisfying  
      
[ ] ( )( )∑ ∑∏∞
= −=
∞
+= ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ β−=
0
pj
s
1j
j
1j
j
** r,dxx
l lllll
l        
where ( )SFx *∈ is unique since ( )SFx *∈ is also unique from Theorem 4.9. Assume that 
( )β∈β ,0i with 1<β . Then,  
[ ] ( )( ) ( )( ) r,dsuplim
1
1r,dlimxx pj
s
1j
j
k
k
0
pj
s
1j
j
k
1j
j
k
**
lllll lllll
ll δ+ωωϕνβ−≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ β≤− −=∞→= −=+=∞→
∑∑ ∑∏  
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If 1k =δ and 1k <β=β +∈∀ 0k; Z and the jϕ -functions are zero then both fixed points are related by 
the constraint β−−= 1
rxx ** . Thus, consider a representation ( ){ }S∈= s:sT:S  of a left reversible 
semigroup S  as Lipschitzian mappings on C (see Definition 3.2 and Definition 3.3), a nonempty 
compact subset of de smooth Banach space X with Lipschitz constants ( ){ }S∈s:sk  which is 
asymptotically nonexpansive . Consider the iteration scheme: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) kkkkkkkkkkk1k z1xxTxfxx β−+β=μγ+α+β=+                                                (4.15) 
( ) ( )( )kkkkk
k
k xTxf1
1z μγ+αβ−=                                                                                     (4.16)  
with Cx 0∈ , where: 
 -  { }kμ  is a strongly left regular sequence of means on ( )S∞⊂Ζ l , i.e. *k Ζ∈μ (the dual of Ζ ). See 
Definition 3.5 and Definition 3.6. 
-  S is  a left reversible semigroup represented as Lipschitzian mappings  on C  by ( ){ }S∈= s:sT:S . 
                                                                                                                                                             
Assumptions 4.10: The iterative scheme (4.15) keeps the applicable parts of Assumptions 4.1.1-4.1.5, 
4.1.8 for the non identically zero parameterizing sequences { }kα ,{ }kγ  and { }kβ . Assumptions 4.1.6 
and 4.1.7 are modified with the replacements CC→ ,  SS → and SS → .                                      
 
Theorems 4.2  and 4.9 result in  the following result for the  iterative scheme (4.15) for ( ) CC:T k →μ ,  
*
k Z∈μ : 
 
Theorem 4.11. The following properties hold under Assumptions 4.10: 
(i) ( ) ∞<⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ μ
++ ∈∈
kk
k
k
k
xTsup,xsupmax
00 ZZ
 ; Cx 0∈∀ . Also, ∞<kx and ( ) ∞<μ kk xT  for 
any norm defined on the smooth Banach space X and there exists a nonempty bounded compact convex 
set XCC 0 ⊂⊆  such that the solution of (4.2) is permanent in 0C ,  0kk ≥∀  and some sufficiently 
large finite +∈ 00k Z  with ( )( ) 0Ckkk
kk
Cdiam:dxT,xmax
0
0
=≤μ
≥
. 
(ii) ( ) 0xxTlim kkk
k
=−μ∞→  and 
( ) ( ) 0*kk
k
kkk
kk CxxT1
xTzx ∈→μ→β−
μγ→→  as ∞→k .     
(iii) ( )∑= +∞→ −=−>∞ k0j j1jk0* xxlimxx ( ) ( ) ( )( )∑∞= μγ+−β+α= 0j jjjjjjj xTx1xf     
 (iv) Assume that the nonempty convex subset C of the smooth Banach space X , which contains the 
sequence { }kμ of means on Ζ , is such that each element  m0k +∈μ R ; +∈∀ 0k Z , for some +∈Zm so 
that (4.1) is a positive viscosity iteration scheme (4.15). Then,     
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       (iv.1)  { }kx  is a nonnegative sequence (i.e. all its components are nonnegative 0k ≥∀ , Cx 0 ∈∀ ), 
denoted as 0x k ≥ ; 0k ≥∀ . 
       (iv.2) Property (i) holds for CC 0 ⊆  and Property (ii) also holds for a limiting point 0* Cx ∈ . 
       (iv.3) Property (iii) becomes: 
0
* xx −>∞ ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )∑ ∑∞
=
∞
=
β−−μγ+α=
0j 0j
jjjjjjj x1xTxf     
what implies that  either  
 
( ) ( )( )∑∞
=
∞<μγ+α
0j
jjjjj xTxf and ( )( ) ∞<β−∑∞=0j jj x1  
or  
( ) ( )( )∑
=∞→
∞=μγ+αk
0j
jjjjj
k
xTxfsuplim , and ( )( ) ∞=β−∑∞
=∞→ 0j jjk
x1suplim  
 
 (v) If, furthermore, Ζ  is a left-invariant S -stable subspace of ( )S∞l then the sequence { }kx , 
generated by (4.1), converges strongly to a unique )(Fx* S∈ ; Cx 0∈∀ , R∈∀ r  which is the unique 
solution of the variational inequality ( ) ( ) 0xyJ,xIf ** ≤−− , ( )SFy∈∀ . Equivalently, ** xfPx =  
where P  is the unique sunny nonexpansive retraction of C  onto )F (S .  Furthermore, the unique fixed 
points of the iterative schemes (4.1) and (4.15) are related by: 
 
[ ] ( )( )∑ ∑∏∞
= −=
∞
+= ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ δ+ωωϕν⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ β−=
0
pj
s
1j
j
1j
j
** r,dxx
l lllll
l  
If, in addition,  1k =δ and 1k <β=β +∈∀ 0k; Z and the jϕ -functions are identically zero in the 
iterative scheme (4.1)  then β−−= 1
rxx ** .                                                                                      
Remark 4.12. Note that the results of Section 4 generalize those of Section 2 since the iterative process 
(4.1) possess simultaneously a nonlinear contraction and a nonexpansive mapping plus terms associated 
to driving  terms combining both external driving forces plus the contribution of a nonlinear function 
evaluating distances over, in general, distinct metric spaces than that generating the solution of the 
iteration process. Therefore, the results about fixed points in Theorem 2.1 (vi)–(vii) are directly included 
in Theorem 4.2.                                                                                                                                   
 
Venter´s theorem can be used for the convergence to the equilibrium points of the solutions of the  
generalized iterative schemes (4.1) and (4.15), provided they are positive,  as follows. 
 
Corollary 4.13. Assume that: 
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 1.  ( ) m00k C:T,f ++ →×μ RZ  are both contractive mappings with m0C +⊂≠∅ R being compact and 
convex,{ } *kk 0 Ζ∈μ +∈Z , such that Ζ  is a left-invariant S -stable subspace of ( )S∞l  with S being a 
left-reversible semigroup.  
 
2. ++ ∈⊂∈ 0m000 r,Cx,x RR ,with { }0C ⊃  being compact and convex, [ ]α∈α ,0k , 
[ ]γ∈γ ,0k , [ ]δ∈δ ,0k  and [ )1,0k∈β ; +∈∀ 0k Z for some real constants [ )1,0,, ∈δγα , and 
∞<δ∑∞
=0k k
 if 0r ≠ .  
 
3. ( ) ∞+=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ β−∑
=∞→
k
0j
j
k
1lim  and 1lim k
k
=β∃ ∞→ . 
 
Then, the sets of fixed points of the positive iteration schemes (4.1) and (4.15) contain a common stable 
equilibrium point m00 +∈R which is e unique solution to the variational equations of Theorem 4.9 and 
4.11; i.e. ( ) ( ) { }0SFF ⊃∩S and  that 0xx ** == .  
 
Outline of Proof: The fact that the mappings ( ) m00k C:T,f ++ →×μ RZ  are both contractive, 
∞<δ∑∞
= k0k
r and +∈ 00 r,x R imply that the generated  sequences { }kx , { }kx  are both nonnegative 
and bounded for any m000 Cx,x +⊂∈ R and they have unique zero limits from Theorem 2.1(v).         
 
The following result is obvious since if the representation S is nonexpansive, contractive or 
asymptotically contractive (Definition 3.3 and Definitions 3.4) then it is also asymptotically nonexpansive 
as a result:  
 
Corollary 4.14.  If the representation ( ){ }S∈= s:sT:S  is nonexpansive, contractive or  asymptotically 
contractive then Theorem 4.2, Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.9 still hold under Assumptions 4.1, and 
Theorem 4.11 still holds under Assumptions 4.10.                                                                                 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